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Hi, I'm Rebekah
VISIBILITY STRATEGIST

VISUAL BRANDING COACH

PRO PHOTOG TURNED SELFIE QUEEN

ENTREPRENEUR  + MOM TO 5

 

I get it. You wear lots of hats! Me too! 

But it’s time to show up for yourSELFIE. 

 

I am a creative visionary literally bursting at the seams to help

women see themselves differently. 

 

This starts with confidence in themselves to show up and

show off. It’s time to step out and BE yourSELFIE.
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Let me guess. Hands on the waist, posing like a
cheerleader? Or maybe holding the phone above you

looking up? I'm not judging, I promise.
 

But to standout and show off online, you are going to
need  level up your selfie game. Your visuals need to

match your voice.  In fact, your selfie can actually
advertise your message. I am going to share with you ten
selfies you didn't know you needed to help YOU stop the

scroll and connect with your ideal client.
 

Let's get snapping!

You likely have a "go-to" selfie. 
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10 Selfie Types

1) The Critic

2) The Entertainer

3) The VIP

4) The Teacher

5) The Influencer

6) The Host

7) The Sage

9) The Expert

8) The Emoji

10) The Cheerleader

 show sarcasm, and questioning gestures, body language,
facial expressions; used for "challenging status quo" posts

 festive, life of the party, "karoke queen" vibe using laughing,
exaggerated expressions; used for "good vibes/feelings' post

approachable, "lean in" feel; emit friendly vibes using natural smiles,
natural like poses and even directional posing for posts wanting to
teach viewers; use a prop to grab attention

exude confidence using a power pose; channel your own diva and
use this type pose for status post

use a trend for this selfie; what is a popular trend you can utilize to
"make them wanna look"; use this type of selfie for inspiration  posts

 learn to use your posing, your facial expression and even your
mood to match the selfie type to your message

welcoming, open poses, reaching out, think of how you would
"posture" if you were hosting; good for drip style info/about me/ join
me/ I can be your guide posts

channel you wise in-tune self, take up space, expansive poses; could
be ethereal, solemn, poised or open. Use for sharing your wisdom and
owning your power post

literally make "emoji" inspired expressions; use these for just about
ANY post, especially posts that want to share a emotion or feeling 

you need to show your power pose here, with confidence. Think
super hero or your badass self. Face and body need to say I am FIRE. 

this is the selfie for cheering and encouraging people 



Critic  Entertainer Teacher

VIP Influencer Host

Sage Expert Emoji

A Few Examples...



Digital Marketing Agency for Personal Brands 
 

Done For You Services 
Visual Branding

Brand Management
Digital Products

 
DIY Services

Selfie Mini Workshop e-course
Elevate and Curate Your Brand e-Course

Mini Brand Kit

Visit www.rebekahjtozer.com

Need more help?


